State of Jammu & Kashmir

Kashmir Region

International boundary

Traditional boundary claimed by the former princely state of Jammu and Kashmir

Internal administrative boundary

 Territory ceded by Pakistan to China in 1963; claimed by India

Area of fresh snow

Controlled by Pakistan

Controlled by India/China

Controlled by Pakistan/India
India-Pakistan war 1965
Pakistan Army's Intrusion Plan-Kargil Sector
Kargil war 1999

The build-up

May 14 - Flushing out operations begin

May 10-14
Infiltrators noticed in Drass, Kaksar & north of Mashkoh valley

May 6 - Army patrol notices 9-10 infiltrators east of Batalik

May 7 - Pak artillery fires on Indian patrol

May 8 - Clash between troops and infiltrators
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